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Accomplished children’s picture book illustrator (soon to be author) of –  
- The Kissing Hand - 6 million books sold 
- Sassafras 
- Happy Mamas 
- Otters, Snails and Tadpole Tails – released Jan 2, 2019  

 
Ruth is from England and lived in many countries before arriving in America at age 
16. With no formal art training, and very little education, she is proof that hard work 
and tireless pursuit of a dream brings boundless rewards.   
 
After illustrating her first two books, she followed another dream and become a K-
6th art teacher for four years. She wrote an accredited art curriculum, based on the 
American Art Education Association’s standards, to join seamlessly into every 
grade’s quarterly unit of study – which teachers loved! She has been an active 
member of several professional art associations, including the Colorado Watercolor 
Association, and Society for Children’s Writers and Illustrators.  
 
Teaching is second nature, and thus she morphed to adult drawing and watercolor 
classes, summer school art classes, spoken at a home school conference on art, 
taught several sessions at SCBWI conferences, and been guest speaker at MANY 
schools and libraries over 25 years. Her fourth book, Otters, Snails and Tadpole Tails 
was just released January 2, 2019!  
___________________________________ 
 
I look forward to meeting your little huggables!  
My visit will be upbeat and participatory to encourage all children – whether writers 
or artists or not – to find and follow their gifts, to work really hard, and not give up. I 
hope to give them new eyes into the wondrous world of books. 
 
ALL the DETAILS 
 
Preferred audience size: Any – one class, several, or assembly  
Grades: K-6 
Presentations per day (45 minutes): 1-3; plus evening 
Suggested Honorarium*: 

1 presentation - $350 
2 presentations - $550 
Full day (3) - $750, can include an evening session 

Contact me for flexible rates, featured speaker or keynotes, and Skype visits. I will 
attempt to visit any book fair or Family Literacy Night near me at no cost.   
*Add mileage for more than one hour travel time from Omaha, NE/Council Bluffs, IA. 
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Per diem charged for 2.5+ hours away; (i.e. out of state) 
Out of local area presentation fees: same as local + per diem. 
 
Fundraising suggestions: 

1. Team up with nearby schools & library to split costs 
2. Visit the Scholastic link here:  
3. Apply for grants – local Arts Council, Amber Brown Grant (SCBWI), literacy 

or educational organizations, International Reading Association, National 
Association of Teachers of English, State department of Education, local 
Homeschool organizations. 

4. Local businesses can sponsor the event – can collaborate to add their logo to 
materials, and to my site under the visits page, etc.  

5. Team up with a local college writing or art program – visit them, share costs 
6. PTO, Book Fairs; school fundraisers where the kids brainstorm ideas – like 

bake sales, read-a-thons, used book sales, or the one Becky Clark Cornwell 
did to raise $2,500 a year: put a juice vending machine in school for just 
fundraising for literacy events/speakers. 

 
Equipment:  Overhead, microphone, and flip-pad on an 
easel. Large assemblies – prefer a wireless microphone 
(hands free to show art and stuff!).  
I use a PowerPoint with sound and most of it will be images 
I talk to, with few words on screen; I will send the 
presentation ahead so AV equipment can be checked. 
 

Presentation Topics – I always emphasize hard work and revising = success. 
All begin with a VERY brief bit about me and a short drawing demo at the end. Please 
allow 5 minutes for a preplanned Q&A (ask questions I haven’t answered) afterwards, 
plus a book signing if your students bought books: 
 

1) My Talent, Your Talent (K-4) 
• We all have one. They’re like a dog or a plant - you feed your dog and 

water your plant, or they don’t make it – so be ‘dogged’! (determined, 
persistent). Show my childhood sketches, tell stories of too many 
drawing gifts (including mischief), dad cutting out pictures, tracing, 
winning contests. Show my paintings and books and how I became an 
illustrator – I observed and practiced. Feature many jobs and 
talents…encourage all to practice and work hard at whatever it is they 
love. (Adults can give wings to childhood dreams in small ways; e.g. 
my history & art teacher) 
 

2) The Color of Picture Books – do you feel it? (K-6) 
• Show and talk about different colors make you feel certain ways – 

explore reds, blacks, pastels, blues/greens. Books can make you feel 
strongly about them by just their colors (show examples). Show how I 
chose primary colors for The Kissing Hand – my 4 tubes – and why. 
Have 3 primary boards painted. Demonstrate with a wash of paint as I  
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apply color on top of each to change it to secondary. Show a simple 
color wheel with complimentary colors and warm and cool ones. Tell  
 
how there is NO black in nature – only lots of dense colors together. 
Show Sassafras in the log. Note that most artists’ shading is usually a 
cool color, sometimes a complimentary color.  

 
3) Reading and Math in bookmaking – planning & working to scale (3-6) 

• I read the manuscript, read a gazillion good picture-books, read the 
manuscript – again and again and again; it soon fills my head with 
visual ideas. I sketch out everything that pops into my head. Then I 
start planning: draw a storyboard with right number of pages TO 
SCALE (at first, 1” wide!), then divide the text as I read and reread. At 
a tiny scale draw basic shapes on each. I use the rule of thirds. Then 
revise, expand a couple of times , then to final full sized drawings. 
 

4) Journaling – a foundation for artists and writers (3-6) 
• Writers are artists who see in words, not pictures. Everyone can learn 

both. Journaling is the core to book creativity – the peanut butter & 
jelly, the frosting in the Oreo – get students to name what else they 
can think of. Encourage to write about everything, doodle everything 
(draw their shoes) and SAVE it. The more we LOOK at something, the 
more we steer towards it – like on a bike. Read, read, and read a ton 
more! Look at art, practice and play with it – tossing ideas and colors 
around like words. You can’t run out of creativity – the more you 
exercise it the better it gets! And always use good paper and pens and 
paints (birthdays!). Show famous writer’s and artist’s journals (and 
then mine). 
 

5) Drawing through class to remember (2-6) - students bring notebooks 
• Remembering things is much harder for some. I couldn’t remember 

anything, even in class (maybe 6 loud siblings sharing two bedrooms 
didn’t help). But I could doodle. Drawing what you are learning about 
is another kind of memory. It invites a lot more of your brain to the 
party! You can draw just about anything to help you remember. Show 
examples: decorated letters/words, mind-mapping (diagrams with 
bubbles or ideas, words); you can connect ideas and remember things 
by marks or patterns your brain makes while listening to the teacher 
or reading. Ask for examples – all doodle something to remember. 
 

6) How Picture Books are Made – Process from A to Z (Customized 1-6) 
• When you were young, did you like books without pictures? Colors 

and characters help make a good story – artists put a FACE on writer’s 
words, they help us learn, until kids get old enough to use all their 
own imagination.   

• Some people can both write and paint – and even make the pictures 
before the words! (Janet Stevens, Judy Schackner, etc.).  
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• Holding up all materials required: First, I read the typed manuscript, 
then read a gazillion good picture-books, then read the manuscript – 
again and again and again; it soon fills my head with visual ideas.  
 

a) Then I sketch out everything that pops into my head – 
especially the setting and what characters may look like.  

b) Photo collection starts. It’s important to find a gazillion 
pictures of characters and trees, and landscapes (the 
‘setting’) to look at. Save in organized files on my desktop.  

c) Planning starts. First a few characters, then a tiny rough 
storyboard (1½ inches wide!), making sure I have good page-
turns, enough white space (visual resting places), and 
interesting composition. Sometimes I’ll draw a page 5-6 
different ways. 

d) When I’m happy, I expand it to ¼ page, then ½ page, then full 
size – adding more and more detail. I used to make 
photocopies and use tracing paper, but now I use an app on 
my iPad. This process can take up to three months.  

e) Once all pages are full size final drawings – with all the tiny 
details - the publisher has to give a green light or thumbs up  
to go ahead. They may want changes.  

f) First, drawings are printed, then traced onto tracing paper. I 
use tracing paper with heavy graphite all over the back to 
trace onto my watercolor paper – or sometimes put the 
paper onto a light table and trace directly onto it.  

g) What colors do I want to use? What does the story say? I 
chose primary bright colors for the Kissing Hand because it 
was for very young children, plus made sure everything 
looked SOFT. You ARE soft, right? 

h) I settle in for the long haul (with lots of dark chocolate tucked 
away for sleepy hours), and paints on masking fluid – a liquid 
rubber latex -to save the white areas, and then paint 
backgrounds first. I make a MESS and take a long time.  

i) The publisher is sent all the original paintings, and they send 
them off to a big printing company to photograph - and turn 
them into books!  

 
Prior to my visit I will: 

• Provide you a suggested reading list, based on my childhood inspiration (not 
just my books!) 

• Send a form for optional pre-book ordering, so I can sign them on site.  
Note: I do not get royalties or profits from book sales, and as general a rule of 
thumb I will not bring books for sale with me. Sorry! 

• Offer a page about me (birthday, where I’m from, family, favorite books, 
favorite subject in school, one thing I want to learn, kids & pets) 

• Send a suggested Lesson Plan & Activity sheet (ideas include creating 
interview questions, story or drawing contests, etc., to build excitement) 

• Provide a contract to make sure we are both on the same page and stay there 
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• A reminder Form to send home to students, if you ask for one 
• A sheet of signed bookmarks for you to print/cut apart – one for all students. 

 
Prior to My Visit Please Consider:  

• Reading all my books to students, if possible; Each note their favorite book, 
picture, line. 

• Create a bulletin board with books, author facts, photos, write lists of 
questions, etc.  

• Bait me to talk about something funny the kids have brainstormed on! 
 
After My Visit:  

• Nothing would make my heart happier than getting letters and pictures from 
your students (and a quote from an adult I could share)! 
 

NOTE: Tell me about any unit you’re currently studying and we’ll apply art to it for 
higher learning (AKA customize a session).  
 
As a K-6th art teacher for a newer school, I wrote an accredited art curriculum, based 
on the American Art Education Association’s standards, to join seamlessly into every 
grade’s quarterly unit of study. I believe in Mona Brooke’s ideology in Drawing With 
Children – and all the evidence along the same lines - that little brains develop 
better and grades increase across the board by 20% if taught art every week (not 
crafts).  
 
ADULT SESSION: I can do a teacher in-service session to speak on the above – 
Art in all Subjects – ways to make it simple and easy to include ‘art’ in your day. 
Encouraging hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills accelerate brain 
development (and make kids happier). Discussions and vibrant ideas may result! 
Side note: My whole artistic development was more influenced and formed by an 
elementary and middle school teacher and a TV art show (BBC’s Take Hart, Tony 
Hart) than anything else.  
 


